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Looking for someone to save money and keep you running the one you've been 
looking for. And if your looking for someone who doesn't have to back track I'm the 
one been looking for.

EXPERIENCE

Ranch Foreman III
ABC Corporation - 2007 – 2008

 Maintained a 15 Acer horse ranch.
 Succeeded to keep every thing opperational.
 Maintained property leases - Oversee cattle operation - including 

feeding, vaccinating, and recording inventory - Keep detailed records 
of cattle .

 Constructed cattle pens and fencing to ensure inventory of cattle is 
controlled.

 Monitored cattle by riding feedlot pens and/or open range in order to 
identify sick, injured, or stressed animals.

 Removed the sick or injured animals to be medically treated.
 Ability to saddle and ride a horse. Must provide own tack. While 

performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required 
to sit, reach with hands and arms, and talk or hear.

Ranch Foreman 
Delta Corporation - 2005 – 2007

 Delegate cutting, raking and bailing hay - Maintain and repair ranch 
equipment to ensure everyday operations.

 Activities Member of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity Position held Intramurals
chair.

 Daily ranch chores Accomplishments Errect several new building 
projects Skills Used Equipment operation.

 Maintained 13 acres including timed pop up sprinklers and drip lines 
Planted trees, shrubs and flowers, and maintained gardens and grass 
Maintained .

 Maintance, road work, check fences, manage hunting guides, planted 
food plots, manage deer, cattle, etc.

 I accomplished knowing alot about deer, ranch is my life Skills Used I 
used my welding skills, operating skills, ranch, fencing skills, heavy .

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role.
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EDUCATION

 Diploma - 1979(Perryton High School - Perryton, TX)

SKILLS

Computer , Customer Service, Inventory Management, Electrical, Plumbing, HVAC, 
Carpentry.
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